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The craft at Gloria Victis is a rich, developed system. The tutorial below will help you learn the ropes. In order to come up with an item, you need to open a craft window to create an item to start editing the editing source. You can use the button on the options bar (1): Workshop edit source Most craft items require the use
of a particular workshop. This means that you have to find such and click on it. Workshop you can notice the cursor changes and the message is displayed (2): The craft box will be displayed: Choose edit the source To begin with, you have to choose a profession that you like - for this, just click on the arrow (3). Below,
there is a profession of crafting bar experience. It shows the current level of the profession (4), the next level of the profession and the number of points collected experience along with the required amount for the level (5). The level of experience determines whether you can craft from a particular recipe and how high
your success rates are. Recipes edit source If you have chosen your profession, you should look for an interesting recipe in the list of recipes (6). Next to the name of the recipe there is a notice containing the level of profession required to make out of it (7). Recipes that you can't work out at the current level are
displayed in gray. For clearer viewing and easier access, you can hide them by clicking on the Show button available (8). Above the button, there are also arrows to navigate through pages with available recipes. Item details (edit the editing source) When you finally choose a recipe that you like, the details will be
displayed to the right. In the product window (9) you may notice the product name and icon (the icon also has the amount of product you can make), the success rate, the character and crafting experience points you will earn after the production is completed and possible additional products. (10). Materials (edit the
source of editing) Below you can see the list of necessary materials (11) and their number is currently in the equipment/quantity needed to create the item. You can also see if the material can be manufactured, purchased or assembled. Some materials have alternatives - you may notice that by arrow (see - Magazine).
After clicking on it, drop down the menu will appear from which you choose the desired replacement. When the material stands out in red, it means that you don't have enough on it, so you are unable to create the selected number of items. The number of items that you want to craft can be set with arrows (13). You can
also choose as much as possible (14) or manually enter the number by clicking on the number window. Profit (edit the editing source) If you meet all the requirements (success rate is not 0%, Materials and Create Green Buttons) - Click Create (12). Then there will be a bar of progress. When it fills up and disappears,
check the results in the chat window. If you are you Successfully, the selected amount of product will appear in the hardware window, the required amount of each material will be removed and the nature and experience of the craft will be provided. Updated 8/03, but missing some content Introduction edit source This
guide is written to help new players in the game. New player errors (edit the source of editing) Write/unstuck if you're stuck somewhere. If you have problems or questions, feel free to chat. If you're having trouble authenticing Steam, turn off Steam completely and restart it. If you can't find a solution to send an email to
support@gloriavictisgame.com. Little things edit the source everything you can eat, so don't click on everything. /whisper playername is used to send personal messages to people using/r to respond. It's a sensitive case. Combat mode: Using w or z (depending on binding) puts you in combat mode. Click E to rob npcs, or
collect resources using a near-short tool (sickle, axe, etc.). /Debugging can help with some bugs as well as create a report for developers to be sent support@gloriavictis.com. Game Settings (edit the editing source) Characters display distance in graphic options, which should be as much as possible, otherwise you may
not see people shooting at you. Reputation edit source Killing traitors, enemy players, upgrading cities and capturing flags will give you a reputation (up to 1500 pounds per day). Positive reputation provides buffs (10% bonus exp per 1000 reps, for example). You can gain a negative reputation by killing the people of your
own nation, which will make you a traitor. Traitors respawn in the northem islands, attacked by the guards of their nation, can lose more items when looted (people who kill them have more points), can loot less on players, and have up to three red marks next to their name. If you see someone with red marks, he'll
probably try to kill you. HAVING A NEGATIVE REPUTATION WILL MEAN A HARD GAME FOR YOU. ALL NPCS ATTACK YOU. When you interact with players, if you click on the players, there will be a pop-up. Then you can trade, invite to a group or guild, send messages; You can also rob dead people and give help
to them (to revive) when dead. When you kill an enemy player you can rob with mouse mode and left clicking on his corpse. Then you can click on the items they are carrying or in their bags to loot. Statistics edit the source At the moment there are 3 symbols of statistics: strength, constitution, and agility. Wisdom has no
effect. You get 5 attribute points per level. 80 to 150 in statistics you need to spend 1 AP on statistics. 150 to 200 in you need to spend 2 AP for stats. After 200 in statistics you need to spend 3 AP per statistic. The power of edit source 1 STR gives : 0.29 base damage 1 endurance 0.03 endurance regeneration 0.05%
reduction of the Constitution edit source 1 CON gives : : : Health regeneration 1.5 endurance 0.05 endurance reurance regeneration 0.05% bludgeon reduction Dexterity edit source 1 DEX gives : 0.03 endurance regeneration05% piercing reduction 0.25 BOW and KNIFE damage reduces reeling level of order edit source
I suggest 150 STR 150 CON's then join the guild, ask people to make their own opinion. You don't have to be wrong going 200 str 200 con, some people at the moment put 0 points in dex. If you like to play with daggers/spears/bows, but keep in mind that you can't be just a bowman. In addition, you can reset your
attribute points freely once, then you can buy a token on the quartermaster vs. contribution points. The app edit source This app was made by Naxxlar : (not aware). Gear edit source Light armor is the best armor for new players because it does not have stamina runoff. But the average armor gives much more total
armor. I wouldn't recommend using heavy as long as you have a decent endurance pool and regen. The best way to get good gear is through crafting. The durabiity element (edit the editing source) Elements can now be repaired when visiting the store, however they lose their durability over time. To capture the flag you
have to break down doors or walls, kill the npcs and go to the flag. Once in front of the flag, use the mouse mode and to the left click on the flag, and then wait until the flag will be yours. In my opinion, at 30 pvp level can start to be enjoyable, 50 is the optimal level without feeling the difference in statistics too much
compared to the level of 100. Stamina is the main problem, you will not be able to maintain it while fighting at a high level. Keep in mind that your gear is very important in pvp and if you die in the open world people will rob you. Tournament edit source You have to enter the tournament at any level, it gives you up to 1.5
levels worth of xp if your nation wins. To enter the : Arena edit source you can enter the arena by clicking on this icon : you will teleport there, click again to bring back the open world. In the arena you can't be plundered. Looting (edit source editing) When you kill someone you have 30 seconds to rob, or be looted when
you die. You have the number of points, every item you rob spending points, items the enemy wears are worth more points than the items in his bags. To loot, go to mouse mode, to the left, click on the enemy and click on the prey. Money edit source Money only usefull to buy mats for crafting, the best way to make
money to kill human npcs. The time of editing of death is 30 seconds. You some glory when you die, and there's a chance someone is robbing you (both insignificant). Each npc's source edit level gives you a fixed amount of experience. When agriculture in the group experience is shared. First timers edit the source
When you start, you have to kill npcs around your city, city, small camps and area quests. There are no quests other than area quests. The non PVP area extends around from your main city. Agriculture xp 'edit source editing' The best way to get XP is making an event around the map. When fighting the npc, hit him,
block his attack, repeat. You have to fight the npcs that you can kill without having the stamina and not losing health because the health regen is slower. If you don't move, endurance regens very quickly. The bank edit the source of the chest in each place with the flag. It can contain objects and gold. It looks like a green
chest on a mini-map. E to use. The ability to edit the source If you push B you can find tree ability. Best abilities: Fineness (I), Aegis (I), Brutus (II), Tough One (III), Veteran (IV). Then dodge (III), Butcher (IV). You can have up to 10 abilities. Active abilities are not available. The abilities can be reset once and you can buy
more tokens on the quatermaster later. Optimal Nature Stat Builds Hi :) So, I was wondering - What are some optimal stat builds? I primarily wear heavy/medium armor, sometimes a combination of light and my main weapon 2h axes and 1h mace and shield. My current build is 245 STR, 220 CON, 80 DEX. Just
wondering if it's a decent build or if I'm handicapping myself. For those of you who respond, thank you. You.
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